STANDING ORDER NO. 59 /2011

Subject: Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010 reg.

1) Attention of all Officer/staff of this Custom House is invited to the Board’s Circular No. 21/2011- Customs dated 18.04.2011 on the above mentioned subject is as follows:-


ii) Representations were received from the trade and industry and also from Courier Companies that requirement of mandatory IEC Code for low value dutiable consignments in Form D/CBE-XIII is onerous as consignments under this category constitute a large chunk of imports through Courier Mode. It was requested that the transition period declaring IEC Code in case of low dutiable shipments should be extended for 1 year from date of publication of Regulations to enable the industry build IEC database as it was massive exercise. It was also represented that mandatory fields for AD Code and IEC Branch Code in Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010 be made non-mandatory as the same place the trade in a disadvantageous position.

iii) The matter has been examined in the Board. Accordingly, it has been decided that in order to redress the problem of Courier Companies and to streamline the procedures under the Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) regulations, 2010, IEC Branch Code in case of From D/CBE-XIII and From E/CBE-XIV are to be treated as non-mandatory. Similarly, AD Code of the Bank in Form E/CBE-XIV for dutiable goods shall also be treated as non-mandatory. The requirement of mandatory IEC Codes for low value dutiable consignments in Form
CBE-XIII would, however, continue to apply for goods imported under Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010.

iv) Regulation 12 of the Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010 stipulates that an Authorized Courier or his employee can file electronic declarations in respect of imported or export goods provided he has passed the examination referred to in regulation 8 or regulation 19 of the Custom House Agents Licensing Regulations (CHALR), 2004. A transition period of six months from the date of publication of Regulations was provided to ensure that by that time only those persons who have qualified the examination referred to in regulation 8 or regulation 19 of CHALR, 2004 shall be entitled to handle Customs related work. However, difficulties have been reported in implementing this provision. It was, therefore, felt necessary that an extended transition period be provided to Authorized Couriers or their employees to appear in the examination referred to in regulation 8 or CHALR, 2004. Accordingly, it is decided that transition period in so far it relates to examination referred to regulation 8 of CHALR,2004 is extended upto 31.12.2011. The Board expects that this time limit would meet the requirement of authorized couriers or their employees to fulfill the obligations as stipulated in regulation 12 of the Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010. The Board also decided that necessary examination should be conducted by DGICCE for this purpose.

v) It was represented that under regulation 19 of CHALR, 2004, only agents of CHAs are entitled to appear in the examination. Employees of authorized Couriers are not entitled to appear in the examination under Regulation 19 of CHALR, 2004. In order to obviate the problem of employee of authorized courier to make them eligible to handle Customs related work pertaining to imported / export goods under Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010 as stipulated in regulation 12 of the said Regulations, it is decided that all employees of authorized Courier will be eligible to appear in the examination referred to in Regulation 19 of CHALR, 2004 as one time measure upto 31.12.2011, so that all employees of the authorised Courier having adequate knowledge of Customs Laws and Allied Acts will be able to meet the obligations as stipulated under regulation 8 and 12 of the Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010 by that time. However, such employees cannot work for CHAs. The Board desires that examinations under regulation 169 of CHALR, 2004 be got conducted by respective Commissionrates to meet this objective.

vi) In Courier Imports and Exports (Electronic Declaration and Processing) Regulations, 2010, Low Value Dutiable Consignment is defined as an import consignment other than documents, gifts and samples of an invoice value upto Rs.one lakh.
vii) Attention is invited to Para 3(viii) of the Circular No.33/2010- Customs dated 07.09.2010 which clarifies that Regulation (12) (1) (i) provides that an Authorised Courier shall obtain an authorization from each of the consignees or consignors of imported as well as export goods. It is clarified that this provision does not seek to provide for any new requirement and that an Authorised Courier shall obtain an authorization from each of the consignee in case of imports and consignor in case of exports. In this regard, it is further clarified that in case of import of documents, gifts and samples and low value dutiable consignments (Form CBE-XI, Form CBE-XII and Form CBE-XIII), the authorization of consignee may not be required at the time of clearance of goods. The same is required to be obtained at the time of delivery of consignment to the consignee.

The requirement of obtaining authorization from consignor would, however, continue to apply in these cases before clearance of goods. The authorization obtained from the consignee at pre-delivery stage shall be retained for a period of one year or date of inspection / audit by the Customs, whichever is earlier.

viii) These instructions may be given wide publicity by way of Public Notice / Standing orders.

2) All officers are hereby directed to take note of the contents finding mention in the subject Board’s Circular and to follow the same scrupulously.

3) Difficulty, if any faced in implementation of these instructions may be brought to the notice of Joint Commissioner Appraising Main (Export) immediately.

Sd/-
(C.S.PRASAD)
COMMISSIONER OF CUSTOMS (EXPORT)

Copy to :
1. Member (Customs), CBEC, New Delhi
2. JS (Customs), CBEC, New Delhi
3. The Chief Commissioner of Customs, Mumbai Zone II
4. The Commissioner of Customs (Import), JNCH
5. All the Addl./Jt. Commissioner`s of Customs, JNCH,
6. Notice Board
7. All the concerned